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Abstract: 

The occurrences of errors are inevitable in modern VLSI technology and to overcome all possible errors is an expensive task. 

Addition is a crucial operation in any application.  It not only consumes a lot of power but degrades the speed performance. A  Error-

Tolerant Adder (ETA) is able to ease the strict restriction on accuracy and at the same time achieve tremendous improvements in both 

the power consumption and speed performance compared to conventional adders. A circuit is error tolerant if it contains defects that 

cause errors but the system that incorporates this circuit produces acceptable results. The low power ETA circuit design and the 

simulation have been carried out and implemented on FPGA tool. One important potential application of the ETA is in DSP systems 

that can tolerate certain amount of errors. Enhanced performance of the ETA in terms of power makes it suitable for portable image 

processing applications where minimum percentage of error is tolerable. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Addition is a common operation in circuits designed for portable 

equipment and is typical of the digital processing carried out in 

computer systems. In CMOS circuits most of the energy and 

time consumed is due to switching activity. With the steady 

increase of chip’s capacity and density, low power consumption 

becomes a vital feature for chip’s functionality and reliability. 

Unfortunately, the advances in battery technology have not taken 

place as fast as the advances in electronic devices. So the IC 

designers are faced with more constraint; high speed, high 

throughput and at the same time, consuming as minimal power 

as possible.  

 

Here is where Error Tolerant Adder (ETA) can be used since it 

has all the optimal features required; good speed, acceptable 

result while consuming low power. Due to the advances in 

transistor size scaling, factors such as noise and process 

variations which are previously insignificant are becoming 

important in today’s digital IC design International Technology 

Roadmap for Semiconductors.  
 

In electronic applications adders are most widely used. 

Applications where these are used are multipliers, DSP to 

execute various algorithms like FFT, FIR and IIR. Wherever 

concept of multiplication comes adders come in to the picture. 

As we know millions of instructions per second are performed in 

microprocessors. So, speed of operation is the most important 

constraint to be considered while designing these adders. Due to 

device portability miniaturization of device should be high and 

power consumption should be low.  
 

Devices like Mobile, Laptops etc. require more battery backup. 

So, a VLSI designer has to optimize these three parameters in a 

design. These constraints are very difficult to achieve so 

depending on demand or application some compromise between 

constraints has to be made. 

II. WHY ERROR-TOLERANT ADDER? 
 

In any digital circuitry adders are critical elements. It forms the 

core of any operations that has to be performed. So in turn they 

have a large say in deciding the power consumption, speed (or 

delay) and area of the final design of any circuit.  
 

In the following sections we will focus on two of the 

conventional adders which have been developed and are still 

widely in use and also discuss their pros and cons. Increasingly 

huge data sets and the need for instant response require the adder 

to be large and fast.  
 

The traditional Ripple-Carry Adder (RCA) is therefore no longer 

suitable for large adders because of its low-speed performance. 

Many different types of Rc fast adders, such as the Carry-Skip 

Adder (CSK) (Lehman and Burla, 1961), Carry-Select adder 

(CSL) (Bedrij, 1962) and Carry-Look-Ahead adder(CLA) 

(MacSorley, 1961), have been developed. Also, there are many 

low-power adder design techniques that have been proposed 

(Yeo and Roy, 2005) However, there are always trade-offs 

between speed and power.  
 

The error-tolerant design can be a potential solution to this 

problem. By sacrificing some accuracy, the ETA can attain great 

improvement in both the power consumption and speed 

performance. Ripple-Carry Adder (RCA): One of the earliest and 

simplest adders developed.  
 

The n-bit adder built from n one-bit full adders is known as a 

ripple carry adder, because of the way the carry is computed. 

Each full adder inputs a Cin, which is the Cout of the previous 

adder. This kind of adder is a ripple carry adder, since each carry 

bit “ripples” to the next full adder. Ripple Carry Adders are used 

when emphasis is based on the simplicity of design than on the 

constraints. The block diagram of a 4-bit Ripple Carry Adder is 

as shown in figure 2.1 a]: 
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Figure.1. 4-bit Ripple Carry Adder 

 

Pros: The layout of ripple carry adder is simple, which allows 

for fast design time. 

Cons: the ripple carry adder is relatively slow, since each full 

adder must wait for the carry bit to be calculated from the 

previous full adder.  

 

Carry-look-ahead adder CLA: Proposed by Mac Sorley in 

1961 the carry look-ahead logic uses the concepts of generating 

and propagating carries. The Carry Look-ahead Adder (CLA) 

solves the carry delay problem by calculating the carry signals in 

advance, based on the input signals. It is based on the fact that a 

carry signal will be generated in two cases: (1) when both bits 

are 1 or (2) when one of the two bits is 1 and the carry-in is 

1.Thus, one can write, 

 
The above two equations can be written in terms of two new 

signals and  which are shown in figure 2.1 b] below: 

 
Figure.2. Full adder at stage ‘i’ with Pi and Gi shown. 
Hence, 

 
where, 

 
Pi and Gi are called the carry propagate and carry generate terms, 

respectively. Notice that the generate and propagate terms only 

depend on the input bits and thus will be valid after one and two 

gate delay, respectively. On applying to a 4-bit adder (i=0,1,2,3) 

we get the following implementation: 

 

 
Figure.3.4-Bit carry look-ahead adder implementation detail. 

Pros: Faster since one does not need to wait for the carry to 

ripple through all the previous stages to find its proper value. 

Cons: Carry logic block gets very complicated for more than    

4-bits. Though these two have their share of pros and cons, their 

design still does not consider the environment in which the 

adders are used. For many Digital Signal Processing (DSP) 

systems that process signals relating to human senses such as 

hearing, sight, smell and touch, e.g., the image processing and 

speech processing systems, definite and accurate results are 

unnecessary. A small sacrifice in this accuracy leads to a high 

increase in the speed (or delay) and power performance of a 

circuit. This issue was addressed by discovering the concept of 

Error Tolerance (ET) (Breuer and Zhu, 2006; Breuer et al., 2004; 

Breuer, 2004; Lee et al., 2005; Chong and Ortega, 2005; Chung 

and Ortega, 2005; Kuok, 1995;Hsieh et al., 2007).Circuits that 

use this concept of Error Tolerance are called error-tolerant 

circuit. According to the definition, a circuit is error tolerant if it 

contains defects that cause internal and may cause external errors 

but the system that incorporates this circuit produces acceptable 

results. The “imperfect” attribute seen here seems to be not 

appealing. However, the need for the error tolerant circuit 

(Breuer and Zhu, 2006; Breuer et al., 2004; Breuer, 2004; Lee et 

al., 2005; Chong and Ortega, 2005; Chung and Ortega, 2005; 

Kuok, 1995; Hsiehet al., 2007) was foretold in the 

2003International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors 

(ITRS) International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors. 

To deal with error tolerant problems, some truncated 

adders/multipliers have been reported (Stine et al., 2005; Van 

and Yang, 2005) but are not able to perform well in its speed or 

power. Here is where the Error Tolerant Adder can be used. 

 

THE ERROR TOLERANT ADDER [ETA] 
ETA design was proposed in Zhu et al. (2010) Design of low-

power high-speed truncation-error tolerant adder and its 

application in digital signal processing. IEEE Transactions on 

Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) Syst., 18: 8. The ETA is 

able to ease the strict restriction on accuracy and at the same time 

achieve tremendous improvements in both the power 

consumption and speed (or delay) performance. In a 

conventional adder circuit, the delay is mainly attributed to the 

carry propagation chain along the critical path, from the least 

significant bit (LSB) to the most significant bit (MSB). 

Meanwhile, a significant proportion of the power consumption of 

an adder is due to the glitches that are caused by the carry 

propagation. Therefore, if the carry propagation can be 

eliminated or curtailed, a great improvement in speed 

performance and power consumption can be achieved. In ETA, 

an innovative and novel addition arithmetic is used that can 

attain great saving in speed (or delay) and power consumption. 

We first split the input operands into two parts: an accurate part 

that includes several higher order bits and the inaccurate part and 

it is in the inaccurate part that a great improvement in the speed 

(delay) and power performance is seen. This new addition 

arithmetic will be illustrated later in a separate chapter. We will 

also see later by using ETA in an image processing application, 

that this sacrifice in accuracy is indeed tolerable. 
 

DESIGN OF ETA 

The first step of designing a proposed ETA is to divide the adder 

into two parts in a specific manner. These two parts are called 

the ACCURATE PART and INACCURATE PART as shown in 

the below block diagram. This most straightforward structure 
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consists of two parts: an accurate part and an inaccurate part. The 

accurate part is constructed using conventional adder such as the 

Ripple- Carry Adder (RCA). The carry-in of this accurate part 

adder is connected to ground. The inaccurate part constitutes two 

blocks: a carry-free addition block and a control block. 

 
Figure.4. Block diagram of ETA 

 

In the above block diagram it can be seen that the 16-bit ETA 

has been divided into equal size (8-bits each) Accurate and 

Inaccurate Part. But this division need not be restricted to this 

sort of division. The accurate part and the inaccurate part can be 

of different sizes too. This decision is entirely based on the 

requirement of accuracy for the application in which ETA is 

used. In the forthcoming sections we will see the design of 

Accurate Part and the Inaccurate Part in detail. 

 

III. DESIGN OF THE ACCURATE PART 

 

As seen from above sections 16-bit ETA, the inaccurate part has 

8-bits and 8-bits are used in the accurate part. The overall delay 

is determined by the inaccurate part and so the accurate part need 

not be a fast adder. The ripple-carry adder, which is the most 

power-saving conventional adder, has been chosen for the 

accurate part of the circuit. Also the design of RCA is the 

simplest compared to all other adders. Hence the overall ETA 

design simplicity also will be significantly increased. It should be 

confirmed that the carry-in of this accurate part adder is 

connected to ground. 

 

DESIGN OF THE INACCURATE PART 

The inaccurate part is the most critical section in the proposed 

ETA as it determines the accuracy, speed (or delay) performance 

and power consumption of the adder .The inaccurate part 

consists of two blocks: the carry free addition block and the 

control block. The carry-free addition block is made up of 8 

modified XOR gates since there are 8-bits in the inaccurate part 

design of the ETA and each of this modified XOR gate is used to 

generate a sum bit. CTL is the control signal coming from the 

control block and is used to set the operational mode of the 

circuit. The carry-free addition block and the control block will 

be explained in detail later in a detailed study of Inaccurate Part. 

The hardware implementation of the overall ETA is as shown 

below: 

 
Figure.5.  Hardware implementation of proposed ETA 

INNACURATE PART IN DETAIL 

As discussed earlier Inaccurate Part is the most crucial part of the 

entire adder. Now, we will see in detail all the logical elements 

that constitute the inaccurate part. We will first start off with the 

Control Block. 

 

CONTROL BLOCK 

The function of the control block is to detect the first bit position 

when both input bits are “1,” and to set the control signal on this 

position as well as those on its right to high. In the design of our 

ETA, the control block is made up of 8 Control Signal 

Generating Cells (CSGCs) and each cell generates a control 

signal for the modified XOR gate at the corresponding bit 

position in the carry-free addition block. Instead of a long chain 

of 8 cascaded GSGCs, the control block is arranged into five 

equal-sized groups, with additional connections between every 

two neighboring groups. Two types of CSGC, labeled as type I 

and II are designed, and the schematic implementations of these 

two types of CSGC are provided. The control signal generated 

by the leftmost cell of each group is connected to the input of the 

leftmost cell in next group. The extra connections allow the 

propagated high control signal to “jump” from one group to 

another instead of passing through all the 8 cells. 

 
Figure.6. Schematic implementation of CSGC [type I and II 

respectively] 

 

 
Figure.7. Overall architecture of the control block 

 

CARRY-FREE ADDITION BLOCK 
 

The carry free addition block is made of modblocks which has 

the modified XOR gates. Let us see the design and working of 

the modified XOR gate. In the modified XOR gate, three extra 

transistors, M1, M2 and M3, are added to a conventional XOR 

gate.CTL is the control signal coming from the control block of 

and is used to set the operational mode of the circuit. When CTL 

= 0, M1 and M2 are turned on, while M3 is turned off, leaving 

the circuit to operate in the normal XOR mode. When CTL = 1 

M1 and M2 are both turned off, while M3 is turned on, 

connecting the output node to VDD and hence setting the sum 

output to “1”.The schematic diagram of modified XOR gate is as 

shown in the figure below: 
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Figure.8. Schematic diagram of modified XOR gate 

 

IV. ADDITION ARITHMETIC FOLLOWED IN ETA: 

 

The addition procedure followed in ETA is different from any 

conventional adders. Now that we are clear about the architecture 

of ETA, we will proceed further and understand with an example 

the addition arithmetic used in eta.  This new addition arithmetic 

can be illustrated via an example shown in figure .We first split 

the input operands into two parts: an accurate part that includes 

several higher order bits and the inaccurate part that is made-up 

of the remaining lower order bits. The length of each part       

need not necessary be equal. The addition process starts from             

the middle (joining point of the two parts) toward the two       

opposite directions simultaneously. In the example of             

Fig., the two 16-bit input operands, “111100101011100 ”  

(F25C) and “0110100100001010” (690A), are divided equally 

into 8 bits each for the accurate and inaccurate parts. The 

addition of the higher order bits (accurate part) of the input 

operands is performed from right to left (LSB to MSB) and 

normal addition method is applied. This is to preserve its 

correctness since the higher order bits play a more important role 

than the lower order bits. The lower order bits of the input 

operands (inaccurate part) require a special addition mechanism. 

No carry signal will be generated or taken in at any bit position 

to eliminate the carry propagation path. To minimize the overall 

error due to the elimination of the carry chain, a special strategy 

is adapted and can be described as follows: 

 

1. Check every bit position from left to right (MSB to LSB). 

2. If both input bits are “0” or different, normal one-bit addition 

is performed and the operation proceeds to next bit position (here 

the control bit is not set and normal XOR operation will take 

place in the inaccurate part of ETA). 

3. If both input bits are “1,”the checking process stopped and 

from this bit onward, all sum bits to the right are set to “1.” Table 

1 and 2 shows the result obtained for RCA (here the control 

signal will be high and hence the modified XOR operation will 

take place in the inaccurate part). 

 
Figure.9. Illustration of the working of ETA with example 

 

Hence we can see that we can control the accuracy and the speed 

by shuffling the bits in the accurate and the inaccurate part. More 

accuracy means more bits in the accurate part of the adder and if 

increase in speed is in the agenda then there can be more bits in 

the inaccurate part. Since the addition on either side takes place 

simultaneously, delay in the calculation of the final output is 

further reduced. Therefore ETA is one of the most flexible 

adders that can me designed. 

 

COMPARISON BETWEEN RCA AND ETA 

The following results show that ETA has a great advantage 

compared with the conventional RCA in terms of power 

consumption and total delay calculations. 

 

CONSTRAINT RCA ETA 

Power 

Consumption 
9593.861 nW 6623.641 nW 

Total Delay 27.814 ns 15.722 ns 

Table.1. Comparison between RCA and ETA 

 

IMAGE PROCESSSING APPLICATION: 

Image processing has an enormous range of applications; almost 

every area of science and technology can make use of image 

processing methods. Here is a short list just to give some 

indication of the range of image processing applications. 

 

ETA IN IMAGE PROCESSING 

Human behaviors/feelings are always error-tolerant, DSP 

systems such as the image processing and speech processing 

systems that process signals relating to human senses, i.e. sound, 

images, smells and touch, will be able to engage the error-

tolerant circuits. We are using ETA for performing addition 

operation between two input images. Initially each input image is 

converted to 256*256 size image. Now each pixel in the image 

contains 8 bits and each pixel addition requires one ETA. A pixel 

of an image is added using ETA with the corresponding pixel in 

the other image to get the output image of “good enough” 
accuracy. Also output image of conventional adder i.e. ripple 

carry adder and ETA is compared with respect to accuracy. 

 

 FLOW DIAGRAM 

The working of the eta is as depicted below. In the following 

section we can see that there is no much variation in the accuracy 

between the output images on addition of two images using 

normal MATLAB addition and ETA. 
 

 
Figure .10. Flow diagram of ETA IP application 
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INPUT IMAGES 

 
Figure.11. Input images 1 and 2 

 

OUTPUT IMAGES 

 
Figure.12.  (a) RCA output. (b) ETA output 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper, we have used the concept of error tolerance for the 

design of Error Tolerant Adder and Image processing 

applications. The proposed Error Tolerant Adder trades a certain 

amount of accuracy for significant power saving and 

performance improvement. By eliminating the carry propagation 

path in the inaccurate part and performing the addition in two 

separate parts simultaneously, the overall delay time is greatly 

reduced. 

 

The results of our project are as below: 
1. Simulation, synthesis and power consumption report of ETA 

and RCA is achieved. 

2. Addition of two images are done using RCA and ETA .It is 

seen that the accuracy sacrificed is good enough to be used for 

analog operations like image processing which tolerates a certain 

amount of error. 
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